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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (42)

Dear Ciro,
My cousin born on 16.8.80, 12:50, Tel Aviv, has intestine cancer. His
coming SR puts the sun in the 12th house of the SR.
Can you suugest please a good ASR for him?
Thank you, Mordecai

Dear Mordecai,
I am so sorry. The Sun or the Ascendant or Mars or a stellium in the
12 ^ House of an Aimed Solar Return are very heavy positions and a lot
of times they bring serious illnesses as that of your cousin.

Fals Pass Alaska 2012 For Mordecai Cousin
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For the next birthday I recommend you False Pass, in Alaska (Mars
and Saturn will be in the 9^ House).
Best wishes to you and to him.
I think that we can officialize the news that you have begun to translate
"Transits and Solar Returns" in Jewish: it will be a hard and a very long
job, because we are speaking of around 600 pages.
Many wishes from all those that love Astrology!

***

Dear Ciro,
I have a friend who wants to improve her relationship status.I advised
her to relocate for her 2012 birthday.
She would travel only in Europe, so I suggested Minsk.Therefore,
she would have Sun,Mercury,Jupiter and Venus in the 7th, but also Mars
in the 9th. The problem is that she is studying aboard with a scholarship
and is supposed to travel also in Asia and Australia for her studies, very
soon after her birthday.
Would this Mars cause issues to her, giving the fact that she interacts
all the time with foreign people?
Would it be better to have it in the 10th house in this situation?Also,
she insists she would rather go to Vilnius, as she doesn't like Minsk.
her data: 25 MAY 1986, 13:40, Campulung Muscel, Romania.
Thank you in advance.
Warm regards, Georgiana

Dear Georgiana,
go easy! Mars in the 9^ House is very good for the studies efforts and
is good also for travelling with some damages (usually not heavy).
***
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Dear Ciro:
Hi, it is a bit of a shock to me and i'm quite unexpected from the new
changes of this year's solar return already.
My initial intention is to put the benefits (venus and jupiter) either in
7th or 10th, and i decided 7th will be overall a better chart, and I do want
to continue improve my love, then i have the option to either have mars in
9th, saturn in 11/12th, jupiter in 6/7th, and sun in 4th, OR have mars in
10th, saturn in 12th, jupiter in 7th and sun in 5th.
I choose the mars in 9th (yellowknife, CA)as i'm afraid mars in 10th
(whitehorse, CA) will be dangerous as saturn transits my 10th house.
But i guess i have diminished the effects of venus/jupiter by putting
sun in 4th and saturn in 11th, is it me or is it the surrounding environment
(people around me) not sure how to figure out the new me (especially
from last year's stellium including sun in 5th house)?
I just feel much more withdrawn and unsure how to interact with the
people around me, and afraid that the 11th house matter (the environment,
i feel hostility around me already) will seriously hinder any positive things
that 7th house has to offer.
Maybe I just need to be patient, and good things will eventually happen.
Do you have any suggestions what to expect from this kind of aimed
solar return?
Also would it be dangerous if mars in a lunar return is in 7th house,
with venus/jupiter in 7th house in a solar return chart? Or is it ok to pass?
hope everything is well with you,
Deva

Dear Deva,
I dissuade you to go to Yellowknife for your next ASR (I was there
last spring for a Lunar Return) because Saturn would be too much next
to the Ascendant. I recommend you, instead, Toloyoak, Spence Bay,
Nunavut that is very good.
There would be the usual doubt whether to leave the Ascendant
in X House when there are bad transits, but for the job that you do
I say that this choice goes well. You don't have to fear Mars in 7 ^
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House in a Lunar Return when the Solar Return is good indeed in
VII House.
Best wishes.

Taloyoak Spence Bay Nunavut For Deva

***

Hello Mr. Discepolo,
My name is Carolina and I live in Madrid (Spain). I spent my past
birthday in Madrid.
Here is my birth details:
Date of Birth : 3 June 1972
Place of Birth : Denia (Spain)
Time of Birth : 14,45 h.
To find a new work is important for me now. I need to do changes in
my life, but I am worried about
my next solar return because Mercury, Sun, Venus and Jupiter will be
in the 12th. Moon in the 6th...
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Dear Carolina,
a lot of people are writing us to have a suggestion because they fear
to lose the job in the next months and don't esteem the astrologers that
say "Think positive!" because they have already tried and the job doesn't
arrive. I recommend you two very good places: I don't assure you that
you won't lose the job, but if this will happen, you will have a lot of
arrows to your arc to find a new job.
Best wishes.

Gwadar Pakistan For Carolina

Porto National Tocantins Brazil For Carolina

***
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Warm regards,
Short question. How would you interpret a Lunar Return in which the
Sun is conjunct Ascendant (from 1st house, less than 1 degree) and
Pluto is conjunct MC (from 9th house, less than 2 degrees)?
All the best, Michael

Dear Michael,
I interpret this a very ugly sky because if the Sun is in I and in 12^
House, the whole rest doesn't count...
However you know that the Lunar Return cannot provoke damages
that are not already written in the Solar Return.
Best wishes.
***

Respected Ciro,
I wanted to let you know that my friend with date of birth 19th Nov
1970 got a job which is a higher position.
Thanks to your solar return(Gran Canaria, canary islands) she had
Jupiter conjunct MC and pluto conjunct 6th. She was extremely unhappy
in the current job. She is starting the new job on April 23rd.
Is there a particular time she should start from home in the
morning? Any tips? And should she be worried about Pluto in 6th in
terms of new job?
Regards, Neena

Dear Neena,
this is the most beautiful news of the day and perhaps of the week! In
times when we risk all to fall in an economic abyss without end, once
more your testimonies of concrete realized events by Aimeds Solar
Returns are joys for our hearts.
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Our compliments to you and your friend. I recommend you to make
to enter her, in the new place of job, next 23 April, when Venus will be a
lot next to the Ascendant (around the 8-9 of the morning).
Pluto in the sixth House can be very powerful and to make to
appreciate her in the new place of job, but she could also point out of her
pulsionis masochists to leave if it had to see difficult a relationship of
job: encourage to overcome a fact as this if it had to happen.
Best wishes.

Hi Ciro,

***

Thank you for answering my previous post, I'm sorry I forgot to
mention that I was born in Florence Italy on June 25th 1962 at 8 pm. I
will be traveling from Santa Fe N.M. to Florence for my 50th birthday,
so I was wondering where it would be better for me to be on my birthday.
I could be stopping anywhere on the east coast or europe.
Thanks, Ro.

Dear Ro,
a your next Aimed Solar Return to Florence is not possible because
the Ascendant should be in the First House and Mars and Saturn in the
8^ House (please, read my 30 rules in "Transits and Solar Returns").
Adak in Alaska is good!
Best wishes.

Adak Alaska ASR 2012 For Ro Of Florence

Ciro Discepolo, an astrologer, journalist and writer,
was born in Naples in 1948 (on the 17th of July, at
5:40 am).
He worked for twenty years at the most popular
daily of Naples, Il Mattino, writing articles on science,
medicine, informatics, literature and astrology. He
always refused to cast the so-called 'horoscopes of
the solar signs' for that newspaper and for any other newspaper or magazine.
He worked (at 20 years old) for five years at the CNR (National Research
Council) as Researcher Helper and, for two years, as Electronic Measures
Laboratory‘s head in the Istituto Motori of Naples, CNR.
He has been dealing with astrology since 1970. He has written over 65 books,
most of them best-sellers in Italy as well as abroad (France, the United States
of America, Spain, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia and Russia). He has published
also about 750 Astrology lessons on YouTube. In 1990 he founded the quarterly
Ricerca '90, which he's been directing since then.
He's been doing statistical researches from the very beginning of his interest
in astrology.
At the beginning of the '90s, he obtained very brilliant results with researches
on astral heredity on a sample of over 75,000 subjects.
He's been holding seminars, courses and lectures in different universities and
cultural centres in Italy and abroad.
He particularly deals with Predictive Astrology and Aimed Solar Returns.
According to many colleagues he may be considered the greatest living expert
of this sector. In fact not only he wrote a dozen of texts on this specific segment
of the "Art of Urania" - he can also rely on an experience of more than 20,000
aimed birthdays (covering the years 1970 to 2007) that he suggested, whose
outcomes he collected at an interval of one year.
He developed extremely advanced software packages for the study of
Predictive Astrology, also projecting an innovative algorithm which is particularly
useful for the dating of events within one year for individuals or groups of
people.
He is deeply interested in informatics. Astrologically speaking, he followed the
school of André Barbault.
He founded the school of the Active Astrology.

